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Abstract
Process-based models are used in a diverse array of fields, including environmental
engineering to provide supporting information to engineers, policymakers and stake-
holdes. Recent advances in remote sensing and data storage technology have provided
opportunities for improving the application of process-based models and visualizing
data, but also present new challenges. The availability of larger quantities of data
may allow models to be constructed and calibrated in a more thorough and precise
manner, but depending on the type and volume of data, it is not always clear how
to incorporate the information content of these data into a coherent modeling frame-
work. In this context, using process-based models in new ways to provide decision
support or to produce more complete and flexible predictive tools is a key task in
the modern data-rich engineering world. In standard usage, models can be used for
simulating specific scenarios; they can also be used as part of an automated design
optimization algorithm to provide decision support or in a data-assimilation frame-
work to incorporate the information content of ongoing measurements. In that vein,
this thesis presents and demonstrates extensions and refinements to leverage the best
of what process-based models offer using Differential Evolution (DE) the Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF).
Coupling multi-objective optimization to a process-based model may provide
valuable information provided an objective function is constructed appropriately to
reflect the multi-objective problem and constraints. That, in turn, requires weighting
two or more competing objectives in the early stages of an analysis. The methodology
proposed here relaxes that requirement by framing the model optimization as a sen-
sitivity analysis. For demonstration, this is implemented using a surface water model
(HEC-RAS) and the impact of floodplain access up and downstream of a fixed bridge
on bridge scour is analyzed. DE, an evoutionary global optimization algorithm, is
wrapped around a calibrated HEC-RAS model. Multiple objective functions, repre-
senting different relative weighting of two objectives, are used; the resulting rank-
orders of river reach locations by floodplain access sensitivity are consistent across
these multiple functions.
To extend the applicability of data assimilation methods, this thesis proposes
relaxing the requirement that the model be calibrated (provided the parameters are
still within physically defensible ranges) before performing assimilation. The model
is then dynamically calibrated to new state estimates, which depend on the behavior
of the model. Feasibility is demonstrated using the EKF and a synthetic dataset of
pendulum motion. The dynamic calibration method reduces the variance of prediction
errors compared to measurement errors using an initially uncalibrated model and
produces estimates of calibration parameters that converge to the true values. The
potential application of the dynamic calibration method to river sediment transport
modeling is proposed in detail, including a method for automated calibration using
sediment grain size distribution as a calibration parameter.
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Bridge scour is defined as the removal of stream bed soil and sediments from the
supports of bridge foundations caused by water-induced erosion (Arneson et al.,
2012)(Briaud et al., 2014). It is the most common cause of bridge failure in the
United States (Cardoso and Bettess, 1999); of the approximately 500,000 bridges in
the Department of Transportation database built over water, hundreds can be ex-
pected to experience flows of magnitude equal to or greater than the 100-year flood
annually (Arneson et al., 2012).
Bridge failure and damage from scour can be both deadly and expensive. 1993
flooding in the upper Mississippi basin caused 23 bridge failures and an approximated
$13 million of damage, and the cost of bridge failure can be 2-10 times the cost of the
bridge itself (Arneson et al., 2012). 1994 damage to Georgia bridges was estimated
to be $130 million. Analysis of damage to bridges in Vermont during tropical storm
Irene found that the average cost of repair was $230,000 per bridge for the 61% of over
300 bridges affected by the storm that experienced scour damage (Anderson et al.,
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2014). A study of the total economic impact of bridge failures, taking into account
direct repair costs and secondary costs incurred such as increased travel time, reduced
productivity, and injuries and fatalities, found that an average bridge failure has a
total cost of over $13 million (Briaud et al., 2014).
The Federal Highway Administration recommends a variety of countermea-
sures to reduce bridge scour risk, and also provides recommended equations for esti-
mating bridge scour under various hydrologic conditions (Arneson et al., 2012). These
equations are largely empirical in nature, and depend on parameters such as the skew
of the bridge, water velocity at bridge structures, and water surface elevation. Calcu-
lated scour scales positively with both water velocity and elevation. However, these
equations are known to be overly conservative and relatively poor quantitative pre-
dictors of bridge scour (Sheppard et al., 2014).
To reduce the risk of bridge scour, bridge designers are encouraged to make
conservative calculations of scour potential for the design flood and to provide a
safety margin beyond that when planning the depth of foundations or piles (Arneson
et al., 2012). Protective measures, such as rip-rap, are also recommended (Arneson
et al., 2012)(Chiew, 2008). Moving away from the components of a bridge that are
in the channel, research has been done to allow more accurate prediction of scour
at abutments that sit in the floodplain during floods (Kouchakzadeh, 1997)(Sturm
and Janjua, 1994). The relationship between channel geometry and scour depth in
abutments terminating in the floodplain has also been investigated (Cardoso and
Bettess, 1999).
Research that incorporates the larger hydrologic system of the river/bridge
system has been, by comparison, relatively sparse. It has been shown that in some
cases, the degree of constriction of the channel at and near the bridge can increase
the risk of scour damage (Anderson et al., 2014). Some work has also been done
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investigating the efficacy of various methods of stream restoration which considers
the larger stream system in a more comprehensive way (Johnson et al., 2002). To the
best of the my knowledge, no research specifically looking at the effect of floodplain
access away from the bridge site on bridge scour has been published. It is reasonable
to assume that it is accepted and understood by the field that flood wave attenuation
via increased floodplain access will mitigate bridge scour to some degree.
Hydraulic models can be used to predict bridge scour, such as HEC-RAS
(Brunner, 2016a). HEC-RAS version 4.1 is a 1-D model, but 2-D modeling can also
be used in assessing bridge scour, as in (Rossell and Ting, 2013).
1.2 Optimization
The use of numerical optimization in engineering is well-established. Numerical opti-
mization has been coupled with process-based models of varying complexity to min-
imize the cost of groundwater remediation designs or monitoring, design the shape
of a radio antenna for satellites, and optimize the control of hydroelectric power
plants, among other applications (Deschaine et al., 2013)(Hornby et al., 2011)(Li
et al., 2015)(Shlomi et al., 2010). Optimization problems are varied; it can be em-
ployed in scenarios where the goal is to minimize costs subject to a set of constraints,
such as finding the least-cost pump-and-treat system that reduces contaminant con-
centrations below a target threshold in a specified amount of time (Deschaine et al.,
2013). Constraints can be enforced explicitly, using a technique such as sequential lin-
ear programming. They can also be enforced by assessing a cost to solutions that are
infeasible or violate constraints, effectively forcing the optimization routine towards
viable candidate solutions (Hornby et al., 2011). When there are multiple competing
objectives, there will be a non-dominated front. Multi-objective optimization meth-
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ods aim to return a set of non-dominated solutions. Multiple objectives can also be
treated sequentially as single-objective problems, giving solutions on either extreme
end of the non-dominated front (Li et al., 2015).
Alternatively, multiple objectives can be combined in a scalar function that
rewards better results for both objectives (Hornby et al., 2011)(Neelin et al., 2010).
This implicit or explicit weighting of two or more objectives creates a cost function
with an optimum that represents a single point on the non-dominated front but may
result in results that are outside of the acceptable ranges for one or more of the
objectives (Neelin et al., 2010).
Sensitivity analyses have also been used in engineering applications combined
with optimization (Mesfin and Shuhaimi, 2010)(Liou et al., 2013). These sensitivity
analyses typically involve quantifying the sensitivity of the cost function to changes
in design variables, near the optimal solution or otherwise (Liou et al., 2013). No
publications were found that interpreted the optimal results themselves as relative
sensitivity or as a way of prioritizing variables with respect to an objective or con-
straint.
Differential evolution is a heuristic evolutionary global optimization algorithm
first proposed in 1997 in (Storn and Price, 1997). It is a gradient-free method, making
it generalizable to problems where gradient information is unavailable, and has been
succesfully used for many design optimization problems in engineering, including
satellite antenna performance in (Hornby et al., 2011).
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1.3 Data assimilation, parameter estimation and
sediment transport
1.3.1 Data Assimilation
Data assimilation (DA) is a class of methods used for combining the prediction of
a model with a noisy measurement to produce a higher-precision estimate of state
variables of interest (Eppstein, 1997). The Kalman Filter (KF) produces the best
linear unbiased estimator if the state transitions are linear (Eppstein, 1997)(Kim
et al., 2014). The Extended Kalman Filter can be used by linearizing non-linear state
transition dynamics (Eppstein, 1997)(Kim et al., 2014)(Nasab et al., 2014). Other
methods for data assimilation for non-linear systems provide similar functionality,
but varying performance depending on the application (Samuel et al., 2014).
These methods have been used for a variety of applications in hydrology and
environmental science and engineering. Applications include improving the perfor-
mance of a process-based 3-D groundwater model (Li, 2007), improving calibration
performance of process-based models by augmenting the state vector being estimated
(Eppstein, 1997), modeling the dynamics of lake algal blooms (Kim et al., 2014), and
estimating streamflow (Nasab et al., 2014)(Samuel et al., 2014).
All of the applications I was able to find required having a calibrated model
before beginning the data assimilation process. Some approaches produced high-
speed model emulators as part of the DA process, e.g. (Kim et al., 2014). This is
useful in situations where simulations are very computationally expensive. However,
none of the works I was able to find allowed for an uncalibrated model to be used
at the outset of the data assimilation process. Likewise, the calibration occurring
concurrently with the data assimilation and producing a calibrated model appears to
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be a novel contribution of this thesis.
The application of numerical optimization to calibration of process-based mod-
els by minimizing the disagreement of the model with respect to calibration parame-
ters is conceptually a trivial leap from the process of manual calibration and so will
not be discussed in great detail in this literature review, except to say that it is done
and is particularly useful in scenarios where the model is computationally slow or has
many parameters (Li, 2007)(Neelin et al., 2010).
1.3.2 Sediment Transport
Sediment transport in rivers and streams can be categorized into bed load, suspended
load and dissolved load (Perillo and Lavelle, 1989). Basic modeling of sediment con-
centration can be a simple regression done to construct a functional relationship
between flow and concentration (Hamshaw, 2014)(Perillo and Lavelle, 1989). More
sophisticated data-driven approaches have used combinations of stream monitoring
and meteorological data with artificial neural network algorithms to predict sediment
dynamics (Hamshaw, 2014).
Process-based models of sediment transport necessarily involve many parame-
ters due to the inherent complexity and non-linearity of the physics involved (Beren-
brock and Tranmer, 2008). The sediment modeling supported by HEC-RAS, for
example, employs empirical equations within the process-based modeling framework
to estimate things such as the sediment capacity for a given set of hydraulic condi-
tions or the settlement velocity of sediment particles (Brunner, 2016b). The result
is that the process-based HEC-RAS modeling framework has numerous parameters
that must be set.
One of these, the Critical Shield’s Number, is a dimensionless parameter in
the transport function used to model bed sediment mobilization and is related to
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the critical shear stress (Lamb et al., 2008). It has a default value in HEC-RAS of
c = 0.039, which is also the most common value used, but it can be defensibly set
at anything between 0.029 and 0.049 (Berenbrock and Tranmer, 2008) The size dis-
tribution of the mobile bed sediment is likely to contain some non-trivial uncertainty
(Olsen et al., 2005) and so also makes a good candidate for a calibration parameter.
1.4 Goals and Thesis Organization
The overall goal of this research is to develop efficient wrappers (specifically, a heuris-
tic optimization algorithm and a Kalman filter) to leverage the advantages of process-
based models and large amounts of multiple data types associated with data rich
environments. Two projects to that end are presented in this thesis. The first is
the construction of an optimization wrapper using Differential Evolution (DE) for
performing sensitivity analysis on floodplains by ranking channel locations according
to the impact that floodplain access has on bridge scour. A multi-objective cost func-
tion was constructed that minimized (1) contraction scour at a fixed bridge location
and (2) the need to widen the channel floodplain. The manuscript introduces the
development of a method of for providing sensitivity information for the purpose of
decision support. The optimization problem is solved using DE, which is wrapped
around a process-based 1-D river model (HEC-RAS) to assess the relative sensitiv-
ity of floodplain access with respect to bridge scour at different locations along the
channel. This is presented as a journal article manuscript in Chapter 2. The sec-
ond project wraps a data assimilation algorithm (Extended Kalman filter) around an
initially uncalibrated model to create a modeling framework that dynamically recali-
brates the existing model (i.e., improving prediction of state variables and associated
uncertainty) as new data are acquired on a continuous basis. The method is devel-
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oped with sediment transport in mind, but tested on a synthetic pendulum system.
The pendulum methods and results are presented in the first half of Chapter 3 fol-
lowing a general introduction and motivation; the second half of the chapter shows
the potential implementation of the method using a HEC-RAS sediment transport
model. Overall conclusions are included in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Heuristic assessment of sensitivity
using differential evolution: a case
study for linking floodplain
encroachment and bridge scour
Abstract
Background : Access to natural floodplains during extreme storm events is a key factor
in mitigating the damage from flooding and erosion to structures near river corridor.
This has implications for the design of many environmental and civil infrastructure
problems. Bridge scour, which is the erosive removal of streambed or bank material
from around bridge supports, is one of the major and expensive problems related to
flood wave mitigation. However, while the constraint-free best solution is to restore
access to a natural floodplain by removing built encroachments, this is rarely feasible.
Costs limit remediation options, and many built structures such as roads, homes, or
levees that protect valuable property are givens for the design of a remediation plan.
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Results : This work leverages the benefits of process-based models by wrapping a nu-
merical optimization technique (Differential Evolution) wrapped around a hydraulic
model (HEC-RAS) to prioritize locations, both up and downstream of a bridge, with
respect to their importance for reducing bridge scour during flood events. To do this,
a model of the Quinan Covered Bridge in Shelburne, Vermont is used for proof-of-
concept. Stream flow is artificially constricted within the channel for initial simu-
lations. Optimization is then employed to determine the most efficient relaxation
of floodplain restriction to reduce bridge scour. The optimal solution is used to as-
sess floodplain access sensitivity at all locations along the modeled reach. Sensitivity
ranking was identical across multiple weightings of stakeholder objectives, indicating
that the method is robust and not overly dependent on a particular weighting of
competing objectives.
Conclusion: This approach has significant potential as a decision-support tool for en-
gineers and stakeholders responsible for designing and implementing projects where
floodplain access is a concern. The methodology may be applied generally to other
systems with spatially varying parameters which impact objectives or constraints to
visualize the spatial variability of impacts.
Keywords: Sensitivity, optimization, bridge scour, floodplain, differential evolution
Background
Optimization and sensitivity
The use of optimization to address real-world environmental and engineering prob-
lems, and provide decision-support to stakeholders is a common strategy (Rios and
Sahinidis, 2012). Optimization has been coupled with process-based models of vary-
ing complexity to minimize the cost of groundwater remediation or monitoring designs
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(Deschaine et al, 2013), to design the shape of a radio antenna for satellites (Hornby
et al, 2011), to optimize the control of hydroelectric power plants, and for many
other applications (Shlomi et al, 2010; Bartholomew-Biggs et al, 2002; Jeongwoo and
Papalambros, 2010; Mugunthan et al, 2005; Marsden et al, 2004).
These all represent design optimization problems and in cases with multiple
competing objectives, there is no single optimal solution (Jeongwoo and Papalambros,
2010). Instead, there are sets of non-dominated solutions (Xu and Lu, 2011; Fowler
et al, 2015). Since multiple stakeholders place varying importance on the different
objectives and prioritization of constraints (Fowler et al, 2015), there are tradoffs
between the objectives (Kurek and Ostfeld, 2013; Fowler et al, 2015) with, for exam-
ple, increases in contaminant cleanup time being weighed against monetary cost. In
such cases, the two or more objectives can be combined into a total, scalar, cost or
fitness function to create a single-objective problem (Kurek and Ostfeld, 2013). The
set of design variables that optimize (i.e. minimize or maximize) this function then
corresponds to the optimal design solution.
Sensitivity analysis can also be performed subsequent to, or concurrently with,
optimization (Harsha Choday and Roy, 2013) in engineering applications (Mesfin and
Shuhaimi, 2010; Liou et al, 2013). These analyses typically quantify the sensitivity
of the objective function to changes in design variables (Guerra-Gmez et al, 2013),
near the optimal solution or otherwise (Liou et al, 2013), providing information about
the marginal impact of changes in the design – potentially valuable information for
designers and other stakeholders.
In this work, we use optimization as a tool to assess sensitivity rather than
to find an optimal design. The goal is to wrap optimization around a process-based
fluvial model to provide insight into the system behavior and visualize the spatial
relationship between variables and competing objectives. More specifically, in cases
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where an objective is comprised of or more variables that are functions of space, the
proposed method ranks locations according to the sensitivity of the objective to that
variable. It does so, not by assessing sensitivity near an optimal solution, but instead
by interpreting “optimal” results as indicative of relative – not absolute – sensitivity.
Thus, the goal is to ordinally rank locations to provide decision-support information.
Such an approach has significant advantages. It limits the need to explicitly
weight competing objectives, since it does not prescribe a set of “best” designs, but
indicates where, spatially or temporally, a particular variable is more or less impor-
tant to a given objective. The approach suggested here may be used in the more
preliminary stages of planning to provide information about system behavior and
guide design criteria development.
In this work the proposed method is applied to a real hydrologic system –
a 1,025 m stretch of a river and a fixed bridge location. Using floodplain access (a
spatially-dependent quantity) and bridge scour (the objective), we wrap an evolu-
tionary algorithm around a widely used process-based fluvial model to rank locations
up and downstream of the bridge according to the impact of floodplain access or en-
croachment on predicted scour at the bridge’s abutments. These rankings are relative,
and may be generically applied to this kind of system to aid in the optimal place-
ment of new bridges or to direct the efficient removal of floodplain encroachments to
mitigate bridge scour risk.
Bridge scour and floodplain access
Bridge scour is the removal of streambed soil and sediments from the supports of
bridge foundations caused by water-induced erosion. Scour is the most common
cause of bridge failures in the United States (Arneson et al, 2012). Flooding in 1993
caused the failure of 23 bridges in the upper Mississippi basin at an approximate
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cost of $13 million and in the following year, flooding was responsible for $130 mil-
lion of damage to bridges in Georgia (Arneson et al, 2012). More recently, Tropical
Storm Irene damaged over 300 bridges in Vermont and 61% of the affected bridges
had scour-related damage (Anderson et al, 2014). The average cost of repairing the
scour damage from Tropical Storm Irene has been estimated at $239,000 per affected
bridge (Anderson et al, 2014). Arneson et al (2012) estimated the cost of a bridge
failure to be 2-10 times the cost of the bridge itself. The available case studies have
indicated that repairing a scour-damaged bridge after-the-fact is onerously expensive,
and remediating scour-critical bridges a priori may be more economical in the long
run.
The costs above include only the direct costs of repair. If a bridge must
be closed for repairs or fails altogether, there are cascading secondary costs due to
lost time and decreased productivity of travelers, not to mention the very real risk of
injuries and fatalities if scour damage results in unexpected and sudden bridge failure.
When these secondary costs are considered, the total average cost of a single bridge
failure is estimated at $13 million (Briaud et al, 2014) – and over 23,000 bridges
were classified as scour critical in 2011 in the United States, representing nearly 5%
of all bridges (Arneson et al, 2012). Given that scour is the leading cause of bridge
failure and that hundreds of bridges are expected to experience flooding in excess
of the 100-year flood annually (Arneson et al, 2012), the scale of this infrastructure
management problem is clear.
Floodplain constriction is a key factor in scour damage risk (Anderson et al,
2014) as floodplains are vital to the attenuation of flood waves during storm events
(Luke et al, 2015). Thus from the perspective of bridge scour, increases in chan-
nel flow, velocity and water surface elevation can lead to increased scour potential.
Mitigating scour risk by restoring floodplain access away from the bridge would help
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attenuate flood waves and result in smaller peak stage and discharge during storm
events, which has obvious benefits that extend beyond bridge scour mitigation. How-
ever, floodplain encroachments often comprise infrastructure such as homes, busi-
nesses, and roads that local stakeholders are reluctant to remove or even alter. In
addition, some interventions are more expensive than others, and countermeasures
may be more or less cost-prohibitive at different locations up and downstream of an
existing bridge.
The importance of floodplain constriction by bridge structures is fairly well
understood and various works have investigated these effects or calculated bridge
scour at abutments in the floodplain (Kouchakzadeh, 1997). However, to the best
of our knowledge, prior research investigating the impacts of floodplain constriction
(other than bridge structure constriction) on scour has not been published. A tool
that can assess the relative sensitivity of bridge scour to floodplain access at different
locations in a river reach has obvious benefits for this scenario.
In addition to mitigating scour at existing bridges, consideration of floodplain
access is important when planning the location of new bridges. An understanding
of the relative sensitivity of floodplain access at different locations has the potential
to be very powerful. As previously mentioned, a bridge itself constitutes floodplain
encroachment and becomes essentially part of the hydraulic and hydrologic river sys-
tem. Whether the engineering problem at hand is to mitigate risk for a bridge at a
fixed location, or optimal placement of a new bridge to minimize scour risk within
design constraints, or best placing an unavoidable encroachment when flexibility ex-
ists, understanding the sensitivity of scour to floodplain access at different locations
both up and downstream of the bridge (existing or proposed) is key.
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Differential Evolution
Differential Evolution (DE) is a stochastic, population-based evolutionary algorithm
(Rios and Sahinidis, 2012) designed for global optimization of real-valued functions
with multiple variables (Storn and Price, 1997). These design variables specify a
design solution that is evaluated by combining one or more objectives into a scalar
valued objective function. This function can then be optimized. It is often referred
to as a cost function when the design problem is framed as a minimization problem
or a fitness function when framed for maximization in the context of evolutionary
algorithms. For this work, minimization was chosen and the function to be optimized
will be referred to throughout as the cost function. Generally, constraints can be
treated either as additional objectives to be minimized with penalty terms added
to force convergence to feasible solutions (Bartholomew-Biggs et al, 2002). They can
also be enforced explicitly with the search constrained to feasible regions of the search
space (Storn and Price, 1997).
DE is an evolutionary algorithm, which solves real parameter and real value
problems (Storn and Price, 1997). The process of DE starts with initialization of
the population, selected from a uniform distribution that covers the entire param-
eter space. Individual candidate solutions are modified using biologically-analogous
mutation and crossover operations to explore the search space. These operations are
controlled by two parameters, the crossover fraction and the mutation factor. De-
tails on the mechanisms of the algorithm are described by Storn and Price (1997).
DE has been shown to outperform many other evolutionary algorithms on standard
benchmark and real-world problems (Vesterstrom and Thomsen, 2004).
DE has been successfully used on a cost function containing an implicit weight-
ing of multiple objectives, resulting in a significantly improved design (Hornby et al,
2011). These kinds of tradeoffs encoded in a cost or fitness function have been dis-
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cussed and utilized in applications including satellite antenna design (Hornby et al,
2011), optimizing the performance and operation of hydroelectric power plants (Li
et al, 2015), and optimal management of groundwater remediation and management
(Rizzo and Dougherty, 1996; Deschaine et al, 2013). Sensitivity of the cost function to
changes in the design variables near the optimum (Dougherty and Marryott, 1991) is
one way to evaluate relative sensitivity. However, interpretation of the optimal values
of the decision variables themselves as relative sensitivity has not been proposed to
the best of our knowledge.
Methods
Study site and site model
The selected study area is the Lewis Creek channel and adjacent floodplain in vicinity
of the historic Quinlan Covered Bridge in Charlotte, northwestern Vermont (Figure
2.1). The study reach is 1,025 m long. The upstream drainage area of the river at
this location is approximately 180 square kilometers. The Quinlan Bridge span (Fig-
ure 2.2) is less than the natural bankfull width of the Lewis Creek channel, and the
bridge is oriented at a sharp angle to the Lewis Creek. Flows are constricted through
the bridge span leading to upstream aggradation and scour of the bridge abutments.
Roads in vicinity of the bridge are elevated above the flood plain and both later-
ally and vertically constrain the channel and floodplain on approach to the bridge.
Ice jams regularly cause localized flooding upstream and downstream of the bridge,
threaten the integrity of the abutments of this historic bridge, and subject a nearby
residential property to inundation and fluvial erosion hazards (South Mountain Re-
search and Consulting and Milone & MacBroom, Inc., 2010). In 2010, an analysis
of the bridge was contracted to provide recommendations on several alternatives to
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Figure 2.1: Counter-clockwise from top-right: the location of the study site within
Vermont; an aerial view of the modeled reach; and a picture of the bridge from the
downstream side.
existing conditions for the purpose of reducing the risk of further damage. Mitiga-
tion scenarios considered included lowering adjacent roads, lowering the floodplain,
removing berms and realigning the bridge (South Mountain Research and Consulting
and Milone & MacBroom, Inc., 2010). To perform the analysis, a HEC-RAS model
was built, calibrated and validated. HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center-River
Analysis System) is a widely used river and stream modeling software (Goodell, 2014)
designed and distributed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE.) It supports
modeling of many hydraulic structures, including bridges, and simulations of alterna-
tives provide the predicted physical variables needed (such as velocity and stage) to
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evaluate scour and erosive potential for proposed scenarios. To evaluate and compare
multiple scenarios related to encroachment HEC-RAS was used as a proof of concept.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: The view of the bridge from upstream during a high-flow event (a) and
cracking and undermining of the abutment of the bridge due to scour (b).
The reach modeled by Milone and Macbroom, Inc. is 1025 m long and drops
approximately 5.8 m in elevation through the reach (Figure 2.3). The model extends
from just upstream of the Scott Pond Dam (which operates in a run-of-river mode)
to just downstream of the bridge, and is comprised of 13 cross sections. The model
geometry shows the cross sections in plan view (Figure 2.3a) well as the a cross section
of the river along its length (Figure 2.3b).
Eight cross sections out of 13 cross sections include floodplain access modifi-
cations for the proof-of-concept presented in this work. (Figure 2.1 and 2.3a) with
XS1 representing the most upstream cross section and XS 8 the most downstream.
The bridge is between XS 6 and XS 7.
Flow magnitudes for various return periods were calculated by Milone and
MacBroom using USGS streamflow gaging data from Station #04282780 on the Lewis
Creek (USGS, 2010) and regression equations (Olson, 2002). The analysis of alter-
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natives was primarily done using steady-state simulations, but a sediment transport
analysis was performed to investigate the potential impact of erosion and sedimen-
tation for the proposed alternatives. The latter requires a quasi-unsteady analysis in
HEC-RAS in which a transient event is modeled using a series of steady flows.
For steady flow simulations in HEC-RAS, stage and flow are calculated using
energy losses between user-defined cross sections. For transient simulations, it solves
the full 1-D St. Venant equations; HEC-RAS version 4.1, used for the Quinlan model,
provides support only for 1-D modeling. The recently released version 5.0 provides
support for 2-D flow modeling. In this work, transient simulations were used with
an upstream hydrograph as a boundary condition. The hydrograph was constructed
by scaling the quasi-unsteady hydrograph built by Milone and MacBroom for the
sediment transport model so that peak flow corresponded with the design (50-year)
flow. HEC-RAS routes this flow through the reach and provides hydraulic variables
at the bridge for a given scenario.
Scour prediction
Models such as HEC-RAS provide the means to predict physical variables, such as
flow, stage or velocity. These variables, in turn, can be used in empirical scour
equations as described by the Federal Highway Administration (FWHA) in HEC-18
(Arneson et al, 2012).
Scour predictions were calculated in post-processing using the results of HEC-
RAS simulations. The contraction scour equation is one of many outlined by the










Ys is the scour depth [m],
Y0 is the water elevation at the bridge [m],
V0 is the flow velocity [m/s],
g gravitational acceleration [m/s2], and
K1 and K2 are the skew and abutment coefficients, respectively.
The scour equations tend to be overly conservative (Sheppard et al, 2014).
However, for the purposes of evaluating bridge scour relative to a number of pro-
posed scenarios, referred to here as relative scour risk, it is safe to interpret higher
contraction scour values as corresponding to increased scour risk. While our results
used the contraction scour equation it is important to note that the methodology
and the subsequent interpretation of the results would not change if a different scour
equation was selected. As these equations are empirical, their validity is constrained
to the range of data used to derive them.
When combined with the HEC-RAS model developed by Milone and MacB-
room, equation (2.1) provides the needed hydraulic parameters, and enables scenarios
to be evaluated and compared on the basis of bridge scour risk.
Differential Evolution (DE) optimization and HEC-RAS mod-
ifications
This design challenge can be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem.
To demonstrate the application of a method for evaluating the location-dependent
sensitivity of bridge scour to floodplain access and constriction, the Quinlan HEC-
RAS model geometry was modified. The modified geometry represents this stretch
of Lewis Creek as having the maximum amount of floodplain access possible. The
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design flood was initially (and artificially) constricted entirely to the channel, thus
providing no floodplain access up or downstream of the bridge. This is a noteworthy
departure from current standard engineering methods and research, as the modified
model does not reflect any proposed or hypothetical scenario. Numerical optimiza-
tion using DE was then used to find the most efficient removal of encroachments
to minimize bridge scour at the Quinlan Bridge. To efficiently mitigate scour risk,
different magnitudes of encroachment removal, i.e. floodplain access, will be needed
depending on the location; scour sensitivity to floodplain access can be inferred from
these optimal encroachment removal values and locations ranked by their impact on
scour. Locations that require more extensive encroachment removal to reduce scour
are more salient.
Once the modifications to the HEC-RAS model were implemented, a DE opti-
mization algorithm was wrapped around the model to impose floodplain constriction,
enable HEC-RAS simulations, and the post-process contraction scour results without
using the graphical interface. Python code was written to provide this functional-
ity using the HEC-RAS API (Application Program Interface (Goodell, 2014)) and
the ability to read and write to the HEC-RAS text files. Removal of encroachments
on both the left and right side of the channel (facing downstream) was defined along
eight cross sections for a total of 16 variables. These variables are defined over a range
from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating no floodplain access (full constriction) and 1 indicating
full floodplain access (no constriction.) This is shown graphically in Figure 2.4, with
~x being a vector whose components represent floodplain access corresponding to the
left or right side of a particular cross section.
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Cost Function
Construction of the cost function is key, particularly when multiple objectives are
involved or when constraints are being enforced using penalty terms, to ensure that
solutions meet the constraints and specifications of the real-world problem. A cost
function was constructed to combine and weight the two competing objectives (flood-
plain access and bridge scour) into a scalar value as follows:
f(floodplain access, scour) = floodplain access2sum + (scour − scourmin)2. (2.2)
An optimal solution is one with low floodplain access (i.e. few built encroachments)
and reduced bridge scour. These objectives are inversely correlated, so the trade-
offs between them are defined by a set of pareto optimal (non-dominated) solutions.
The cost function weights and combines these objectives into a scalar function to be






+ (Ys − Ys min)2 (2.3)
The cost function is equal to the sum of the squares of the floodplain access parameters
(~xi, where i indexes location) and the amount of bridge scour (Ys) over baseline scour
(Ys min) as determined by a simulation with fully open floodplains. It is a function
of the entire set of floodplain access parameters encoded in ~x and the scour, which is
an implicit function of ~x, since the level of scour depends on the hydraulic behavior
given a specified floodplain access scenario.
If the goal were to peform design optimization and identify a single floodplain
design that maximizes encroachment along the eight selected channel locations while
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minimizing scour at the bridge, rather than evaluate sensitivity of individual locations
along the channel, weighting parameters could be added to each term in equation 2.3
to define the trade-offs between the two stakeholder objectives. For the purposes of
performing a sensitivity analysis, weights that determine the relative importance of
objectives are not necessary because the optimal values of floodplain access will be
evaluated relative to one another. In other words, they will be used to rank locations
according to sensitivity and their absolute values will not be considered. To test this






+ β(Ys − Ys min)2. (2.4)
Larger values of β implicitly place greater weight on scour reduction, while
values closer to zero weight maximization of floodplain access more heavily. Opti-
mization was performed using values of β that relatively weight the two objectives
over two orders of magnitude.
In this work, the DE implementation in the Python library, SciPy, based on
the description given by Storn and Price (1997), was wrapped around the combined
HEC0RAS cost function framework. The crossover fraction was set to 0.7 and the
mutation factor sampled from a uniform distribution in (0.5, 1) every generation.
The population size was 10. Because DE is a stochastic method, optimization was
repeated using random restarts to verify consistent convergence. For each of the three





An initial exploratory investigation of system behavior was performed to guide future
testing. The scour gradient was calculated using a one-sided finite difference and
defined as the rate of change of scour with respect to changes in floodplain access
(Figure 2.6). All sixteen components of the gradient are shown in terms of the
physical locations they represent. Labels “XS 1” and “L” and “R” refer to the left and
right overbanks, respectively, of cross section one. The figure shows the approximate
partial derivative of scour with respect to the corresponding component of ~x. Figure
2.6 identifies only XS 7, the location immediately downstream of the bridge, as having
any noteworthy effect on bridge scour; all other locations have a negligible impact on
simulated bridge scour.
To complement this finding, the up and downstream hydrographs for the 50-
year design storm for a simulation reflecting maximum floodplain access were plotted
to assess the extent of flood wave attenuation and the role of naturally available
floodplain access in the system. These hydrographs are shown in Figure 2.5. There
is no discernible difference between the up and downstream hydrographs, and there-
fore, no flood wave attenuation. This simulation reflects the maximum amount of
floodplain access, so no other plausible scenario would result in increased flood wave
attenuation. The most likely explanation for this result is that the reach is simply
not long enough and does not have sufficient storage volume in the floodplains. If
upstream floodplain access does not attenuate flood waves, then bridge scour for the
design flood will be controlled by backwaters created by downstream constriction.
When viewed together, the scour gradient and hydrograph data provide convincing
justification for focusing only on the variables corresponding to cross section 7 given
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the trivial impact that other locations have on bridge scour
Global search results
The optimal results generated by applying DE to three cost functions representing
different weightings of objectives (β = 0.1, β = 1 and β = 10) are shown in Figure 2.7
in coordinates normalized by the size of the floodplain. For the purpose of sensitivity
analysis, the ranking of two variables (i.e. the amount of left and right floodplain
access at cross section 7) should be roughly independent of weighting; all solutions
should be on the same side of the line defined by y = x. Optimal solutions below and
to the right of the 45◦ line correspond to solutions where XSL7 > XS
R
7 . Solutions
above and to the left of this line correspond to solutions where XSR7 > XS
L
7 . Optimal
solutions for all three cost functions fall on the same side of the y = x line and indicate
the same sensitivity ranking of variables.
The results of all 10 batch runs for all 3 cost functions are shown together in
Figure 2.7 to confirm consistent convergence of DE. DE is a stochastic algorithm, so
to increase confidence in the optimal results produced by DE random restarts were
performed on all three cost functions. There is no way to ensure that the location it
converges to is a true global optimum; thus random restarts (with different pseudo
random number generator seeds) that converge to the same optimal solution increase
the chances of finding a globally optimal solution or provide evidence that the initial
results are not local sub-optimal solutions. For each cost function, the results are
clustered in the same region of the search space indicating that convergence was
consistent and representative of globally optimal solutions.
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Discussion
The methodology implemented in the prior sections provides a framework for decision
support in the form of a sensitivity analysis. Using optimization and a process-based
model, the proposed methodology assesses the spatial variability of the impact of
one objective on a system constraint. The system in this case is a river channel
and the constraint of interest is contraction scour at a fixed bridge location. For
demonstration purposes, optimization was performed using DE to minimize a cost
function that increases with increasing bridge scour (the constraint) and increasing
floodplain access (the spatially-dependent design variable.) The desired outcome is
a sensitivity analysis that ranks floodplain access by location in terms of impact on
bridge scour under a defined design flow (i.e., flood of 50-yr return interval).
Optimization performed on this system results in a set of spatially dependent
optimal floodplain access values. The proposed method is distinct from the design
optimization process, instead leveraging numerical optimization and a cost function
to evaluate the relative spatial sensitivity of one objective with respect to another.
Although it is straightforward to rank locations according to their respective optimal
values, the interpretation of this information as relative sensitivity is not. The opti-
mization process performed in this work provides evidence that this is a reasonable
interpretation. The scour gradient at maximum constriction can be easily interpreted
as relative sensitivity by noting that locations where the scour is reduced more per
unit of increased floodplain access have a greater impact on bridge scour.
These results suggest that bridge scour at the Quinlan Bridge system is con-
trolled primarily by a backwater created by downstream constrictions. This implies
that upstream reach storage effects at this particular site do not significantly mitigate
the design flood wave. The up and downstream hydrographs at maximum floodplain
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accessibility confirmed this interpretation, showing very little flood wave mitigation
between the top and bottom of the reach (Figure 2.5). The gradient results (Figure
2.6) also indicate that only the cross section immediately downstream of the bridge
had any noteworthy effect on bridge scour, and that scour was more sensitive to flood-
plain access on one side of that cross section than the other. The finding that only
downstream floodplain constriction causing backwater has an impact on bridge scour
is specific to floodplain access and is a result of insufficient upstream storage area in
the floodplains. The channel is vertically disconnected from much of the study reach
at the stage of the 2-year flood – significantly lower than the 50-year design storm
used for performing the sensitivity analysis. This may partially explain the lack of
floodplain storage (and resultant neglibible flood wave attenuation).
Optimization of the cost function was consistent for all three cost functions
(values of weighting parameter β) with identical rankings of the two salient decision
variables. Optimization resulting in identical ranking of variables for all three values
of β indicates that the sensitivity analysis is roughly independent of the weighting of
the objective terms in the cost function. A result of this finding is that the method
does not rely on a precise weighting of objectives by stakeholders – the sensitivity
analysis is identical across objective weights. While the site in question does not have
upstream sensitivity, in a reach with more salient locations (i.e. more locations where
floodplain access impacts bridge scour) the method could be applied analgously to
rank more than the two locations ranked in this work.
The reliability of the underlying model itself is important when assessing the
reliability of the sensitivity analysis. In this work, energy losses and erosive effect,
due to sharp changes in direction of the stream channel, cannot be modeled using
the 1-D St. Venant equations solved in HEC-RAS 4.1. In their report, Milone and
MacBroom noted the sharp turn in the stream immediately preceding the bridge.
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One of the bridge scour mitigation measures briefly considered was to realign the
stream and straighten its approach to the bridge. However, from a stream geomorphic
perspective it was judged to be both prohibitively expensive and ultimately ineffective.
However, this sharp turn in the stream channel is something to be considered
in terms of its impact on the sensitivity results. A picture of the sharp approach
is shown in Figure 2.2a. Without a more detailed representation of the site physics
(e.g. a 2-D model), it is difficult to determine the extent to which the 1-D HEC-
RAS modeling approach oversimplifies the bridge scour and erosion dynamics. Two
dimensional modeling, like that now available in HEC-RAS 5.0, would be a logical
next step to confirm the sensitivity findings of this work, and to evaluate the site
itself as a candidate for further study using 2-D models. However, even without
this 2-D analysis there are good reasons to trust the results. Thus, the conclusion
implied by the sensitivity analysis that downstream floodplain access is more salient
to bridge scour mitigation than access upstream is a direct result of this finding, and
it is therefore likely that substituting a 2-D model would not substantively change
the sensitivity analysis. Even if there are noteworthy erosive effects not captured in
the 1-D model, these would be more relevant to accurate and quantitative prediction
of bridge scour at the site than the sensitivity analysis presented in this work.
Conclusions
This work presents a new approach to applying DE optimization to engineering chal-
lenges, and tests that approach on a real site. The technique involves constructing a
cost function in such a way that the multi-objective “optimal’ results do not represent
an optimal design in the traditional sense of minimizing a collective set of two or more
constraints, but rather represent the sensitivity of a given constraint or objective of
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interest with respect to a second objective or constraint – a novel interpretation of
optimization results. Because optimal decision variable values are assessed relative
to one another and do not represent a specific design or reflect stakeholder-defined
preferences of objectives, the need to specify the relative importance of objectives
is relaxed. The constraint used to demonstrate the approach was bridge scour with
respect to floodplain access, and the system was a river system comprising natural
channel geometry and built structures (a bridge). The use of differential evolution
on cost functions representing different weightings of the two objectives provided the
same rank-order of reach locations with respect to their floodplain access impact on
bridge scour; ancillary testing using a finite difference scour gradient supports the
proposed interpretation. Also of interest is that the sensitivity analysis is somewhat
independent of objective weighting, which potentially reduces the stakeholder bur-
den of deciding how to weight competing objectives. Instead, this approach focuses
analysis the system’s behavior that can be used to guide the design of floodplain
infrastructure, remediation efforts, or the placement of new bridges. Applying this
approach to other rivers would focus attention on locations where increased flood-
plain access would result in the most efficient use of resources, and applying it to
other systems with spatially-variable components which have functional relationships







Figure 2.3: The model geometry of the Quinlan bridge is shown with its 13 cross
sections (a). The direction of flow is from the upper-right to the lower-left. In (b),
a side view of the modeled reach is shown. The Mill Pond dam can be seen at right
and the bridge at left.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic showing removal of floodplain constrictions. For the location
corresponding to the ith component of the decision vector, ~xi = 0 specifies no relax-
ation of the constriction, i.e. no flow is permitted to access the floodplain. ~xi = 1
specifies full floodplain access, ie. no encroachments.
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Figure 2.5: Hydrographs at the most upstream and most downstream channel cross
sections for a simulation performed with no floodplain constriction.
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Figure 2.6: The scour gradient, measured in meters of scour reduction per meter of
encroachment removal, is shown for both the left and right overbanks for each of eight
cross sections. The most upstream cross section (XS 1) is at the far left and the most
downstream (XS 8) at the far right.
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Figure 2.7: Initial optimization results in the original decision-variable coordinates
for all 3 weightings of the two objectives
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Chapter 3
A Hybrid Data-Assimilation and
Parameter Estimation Method
3.1 Background and Motivation
Modeling of physical phenomena to support engineering and public policy decision
making, or to improve understanding of the underlying system(s), generally falls
into one of several categories depending on the amount and quality of data avail-
able and the level of detail at which the underlying processes are understood. In
situations where data are sparse but there is good understanding of the underly-
ing process dynamics, physics-based models (or process-based models) may be used.
These models are built by generating approximate solutions to the governing equa-
tions, whether derived from first principles or empirical equations. On the other
hand, for problems that have an abundance of data but llack a complete description
of the dynamics, data-driven models are used. These can range in complexity from
straightforward linear regression to sophisticated multi-layer artificial neural network
or machine learning algorithms, but ultimately they all depend on a plethora of prior
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data and information to make predictions (McDonnell et al., 2007).
In practice, the dichotomy described above is not absolute. There are almost
always some data and understanding of the underlying processes. Increasingly, as
remote sensing technology and data storage capacity increase, the amount of data
available for almost any engineering problem will be significant (Szalay and Gray,
2006). Where the dichotomy breaks down is in the kind of data available. It is easy
to imagine scenarios where stakeholders want information about watershed dynamics.
In the case of hydrologic surface water and sediment modeling, the issue is likely not
a lack of data – the USGS has many gauging sites throughout the country, and
meteorological data is plentiful. The issue is that the available data, while related to
the information the stakeholders want or need, is not that information. Furthermore,
much of this secondary data is available at multiple, often irregular, temporal and
spatial, making inference of the dynamics of actual interest even more challenging
(McDonnell et al., 2007).
In this ambiguous space between a data-rich and data-poor environment, a
physics-based model will often appear to be more trouble than it is worth. These
models typically have significant sensitivity to physical parameters that are more
difficult and resource intensive to collect than typically collected by sensors. For ex-
ample, in surface water modeling, these parameters might be roughness coefficients.
In groundwater models, it is typically the hydraulic conductivity field. These param-
eters must be adjusted to match observed behavior during calibration; a model that
is not calibrated is of little use for making quantitative forecasts. If data for model
calibration and validation are unavailable, moving to a purely data-driven model may
be warranted.
However, a calibrated physics-based model can be an incredibly powerful tool.
Unlike data-driven models, physics-based models can be applied to scenarios that
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are outside the strict range of data on which the model was calibrated. If system
behavior in previously sparsely observed regimes is of interest, a data-driven model
has limited utility, while a well calibrated physics-based model will often provide good
predictions in this type of situation. Physics-based models can also produce estimates
and predictions of variables for which no measurements are available – provided it has
been successfully calibrated to other variables. Unfortunately, even when traditional
calibration data are available in sufficient quantity, model calibration is a tedious
(often manual) process of adjusting parameters and performing simulations. Even
when automated parameter estimation is used, models of some systems (e.g. climate
prediction) can be challenging to calibrate due to the complexity and number of
parameters and quantity of data (Neelin et al., 2010).
In this work we describe a system for integrating non-traditional and disparate
data sources with process-based modeling to create a robust modeling framework. The
Extended Kalman Filter is used to dynamically recalibrate a process-based model to
the data-assimilated state estimate at specified time steps. In principle, data could
be fed into the system in real-time.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 The Kalman Filter
Kalman filters are widely used tools in signal processing and other fields where the
interpretation of noisy, time series data is necessary. If the system is linear, meaning
that the transition from one time step to the next can be represented as a linear
operation, then the Kalman filter produces an optimal estimate of the signal by
combining the noisy measurement and model prediction. The filter is optimal in
the sense that it minimizes the expectation value of the mean-squared error of its
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estimate.
Formally, assume that the state of the system at time step i is represented by
a vector xi ∈ Rm. The transition to the next time step is governed by:
xi+1 = Axi +Bui (3.1)
with u ∈ Rn a vector of external control inputs that is known a priori and may
generically be a function of time. A and B are square weight matrices that encode
the linear dynamics of the state transitions.
There are also direct measurements of the state at each time step zi ∈ Rm that
have some associated random noise, which is assumed to be normally-distributed,
unbiased and stationary. There is also process noise associated with the linear state
transition, so in actuality the transition dynamics are:
xi+1 = Axi +Bui + w (3.2)
and
Hxi+1 = zi+1 + v, (3.3)
where z is the measurement of the state vector at time step i + 1, and w ∈ Rm and
v ∈ Rm are the measurement and process noise represented by independent random
variables. For simplicity, the random variables will not be subscripted because they
have static probability density functions, but at each time step the density function
is newly sampled and so the random noise at time step i+ 1 is not equal to the noise
at time step i.
The filtering problem, with these definitions, can be described in the following
way. Given two estimates of the state vector x at time step i + 1, one given by a
noisy measurement, zi+1, and another by the estimate of the state at the previous
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time step, xi, find weight(s) K – the Kalman gain – such that
xˆi+1 = Ki+1zi+1 + (1−Ki+1)xˆi, (3.4)
results in the minimum of the squared estimate error
m∑
j=1
(xˆji+1 − xji+1)2 (3.5)
with xˆji representing the best estimate of the j
th parameter of x at the ith time step.
The above formulation can be modified for more complex systems and appli-
cations, e.g. the measurement does not have to have the same dimension as the state
vector. In such a case there is an additional linear operator that maps a state vector





the position and velocity of a particle, but only the position is measured, then the






Applying this operator to ~x maps the position and velocity vector to the position.
3.2.2 The Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman Filter is limited by its application to systems where the state transitions
are linear. To get circumvent this, if the state transitions are non-linear functions
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the transitions can be linearized around the current state using Taylor expansion.
The state transition matrices are replaced by the Jacobians of the non-linear tran-
sition functions. This is known as the Extended Kalman Filter, and it is the data
assimilation algorithm that will be employed here.
3.2.3 Case study I: simple pendulum
For the purpose of testing the combined EKF/dynamic calibration method, a syn-








θ is the angle of the pendulum [radians]
g is the gravitational acceleration [meters/second2]
L is the length of the pendulum [meters]
This system has several properties that allow many of the key EKF elements to
be explored. It is non-linear, allowing for complex dynamics in certain regimes. There
is no general closed-form solution, and it is simple enough that accurate numerical
solutions can be generated relatively easily. It has dependence on the pendulum
length, L, which may be used as a calibration parameter, and its non-linearity creates
sensitivity to changes in L, as well as the initial conditions.
To generate synthetic data, Verlet integration was used to solve equation 3.8.
This method is symmetric about the current time step and is time reversible, resulting
in approximate conservation of energy for generated solutions (Franklin, 2013). To
represent the “true” system state, Verlet was applied with ∆t = 0.001 s for t ∈ [0, 10],
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with L = 1, θ0 = 0.5 and θ˙0 = 0. The “model” is represented by a Verlet-generated
solution with time step ∆t = 0.1 s. The state vector to be estimated by the EKF is





with k indicating that the state represents the kth time step in the filtering process.
θ˙ is an output of the model, calculated using a one-sided finite difference, although it
could be explicitly modeled by transforming equation 3.8 into vector form.
Measurements to be used for assimilation with model prediction were produced
by adding normally distributed random noise with standard deviation 0.05 to the
earlier-generated true state angle at 0.1 second increments.
The EKF as applied to the pendulum proceeds as follows:
For i = 1, 2...10
1. The Verlet model runs and predicts the angle and angular velocity at t + 0.1
seconds.
2. The noisy synthetic measurement of the angle at t+ 0.1 seconds is assimilated
with the model prediction using EKF.
3. The initial conditions (angle and angular velocity) are reset in the model to
correspond to the filtered state estimate.
Steps 1-3 are repeated for all time steps until t = 10.
Initially, to replicate what the process would be for a real application, the EKF
is wrapped around the model assuming perfect calibration (i.e. initial conditions and
pendulum length are set exactly the values used for generating the data). Next, to
be more realistic, the model was calibrated using a local optimizer (L-BFGS-B) to
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minimize the squared prediction error and the EKF process was repeated with this
calibrated model. The length and initial angle were used as calibration parameters.
In both instances, the EKF was re-run with different process and measurement error
covariance matrices to improve performance.
To test the EKF method, incorrect values for pendulum length and initial
angle were used at t = 0: L = 1.1 and θ0 = 0.4. At every time step, the model is run
from t = 0 to produce a predicted state vector. After assimilation, several approaches
were used for calibration, with all techniques calibrating to the EKF state estimate
rather than the measurement. The first approach calibrated the model only to the
current state. The second approach calibrated the model at every time step to a
moving window of past state estimates. The final method calibrated to the current
and all previous state estimates. In all instances, the best estimate for both the initial
angle and pendulum length were tracked throughout the assimilation process.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Pendulum case study: model with perfect information
When the Extended Kalman Filter was wrapped around a model with a perfect-
information (i.e., the synthetic pendulum system) it performed as expected and re-
duced the standard deviation of the prediction errors compared to the measurement
and model errors by 19% and 42%, respectively (Figure 3.1). The top panel compares
the true state, the EKF state estimates, and the measurements. The bottom panel
compares the true state, the predictions using only the model (run from t = 0 to
t = 10 with perfect information) and the EKF state estimates.
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Figure 3.1: EKF results using a perfect-information model (i.e., synthetic pendulum
system), compared to the true state and (a) the measurements and (b) the stand-alone
model.
3.3.2 Pendulum case study: model calibrated to noisy mea-
surements
When the model was calibrated to the noisy measurements rather than using the
exact parameters to generate the data, the calibration parameters were found to be
θ0 = 0.4885 and L = 1.0398. The true values are 0.5 and 1, respectively. The EKF
results from using the pre-calibrated model again show that the algorithm performs
as expected (Figure 3.2).
It is worth noting the comparison of the perfectly informed model (Figure
??b) with the model-only performance in the perfect-information test (Figure 3.1a).
In the first test, the numerical results slightly underestimates the period, causing
drift compared to the true state. In the second, the calibration parameters result in
the opposite effect – a slight overestimate of the period. However, both simulations
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Figure 3.2: Results of using the EKF with a pre-calibrated model, compared to the
true state and (a) the measurements and (b) the stand-alone model at bottom.
show modeled peaks preceding the true peaks at the beginning of the simulation and
occurring later than the true peaks toward the end of the simulation. The calibration
came very close to adjusting the parameters to better match their true stael values.
This is important because it means that a traditionally calibrated model will have a
fudge-factor built into its calibration that is specific to the originally calibrated data,
and will not be flexible to new data, except through the addition of that data into its
calibration set.
3.3.3 Pendulum case study: dynamic recalibration
The test in which the model was recalibrated to only the current filtered state at
each time step resulted in unstable estimates of calibration parameters over time.
This makes some intuitive sense, given that only information from a single measure-
ment is being assimilated into the parameter estimates. The results of this EKF
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Figure 3.3: Results of using EKF with a dynamically recalibrated model performance
compared to the (a) measurements and (b) stand-alone model. The bottom two
graphs show the trace of the calibration parameters over time.
implementation are shown in Figure 3.3.
The EKF states qualitatively appear to agree with the true states and mea-
surements in a manner similar to the EKF from sections 3.3.1 or 3.3.2. However, when
the model is re-run from time zero using the most recent estimate of the calibration
parameters, it becomes clear that the model has not been successfully calibrated.
Instead, because of the periodicity of the system, there are multiple sets of initial
conditions and pendulum length that result in a predicted angle at a specific time
that is close to the true angle – even though the error at all other times is very high.
This causes the instability in the calibration parameter estimates over time.
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Figure 3.4: The EKF best estimated calibration parameters using a moving-window
of 10 time steps (1 second) for dynamic recalibration.
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Figure 3.5: The EKF best estimated calibration parameters are shown over time,
alongside the originally (static) calibrated parameter values with all measurements
up to that time step.
Calibration to the current and all previous states or to a moving window of
past states should help address this problem, making the parameters more biased
to prior parameter estimates at nearer time steps. Using a moving window of past
state estimates to calibrate the model produced much better parameter estimates
(Figure 3.4). There is no evidence of the stability issues present in 3.3, with both
parameter traces converging. The oscillations in the estimate for θ0 represents some
fundamental uncertainty in estimates of model parameters, and this approach makes
that uncertainty more apparent and explicit than static calibration would.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates one of the benefits of this approach. It includes the
parameter traces for the dynamic calibration with a comparison to traditional cali-
bration, i.e. minimizing measurement error. At every time step, the values of the
calibration parameters using all previous measurements are shown. Both calibration
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methods have similar convergence properties, and converge to the correct values of
parameters. However, until sufficient calibration data for model validation exist, the
model cannot be used to make forecasts. The traditional calibration doesn’t converge
until ≈ t = 5 s and cannot be used until after this time. In contrast, the EKF system
makes predictions with higher precision than measurements alone from time zero,
before the calibration parameters converge.
Conceptually porting these observations to real-world problems and models,
it is plausible to propose a situation where a system experiences an event outside the
regime of previous observations. With a model pre-calibrated to past observations,
the model might not be calibrated for this new regime. If the new regime persists,
the model will have to be recalibrated from scratch. The EKF system, in contrast,
continues making state predictions and will simply adjust its estimate of the cali-
bration parameters to reflect the new regime, automatically leverage new data on a
continuous, potentially real-time, basis to keep the model calibrated. If the sediment
transport model discussed in the next section is used as an example, this scenario
might be a storm or flood event larger than those used for calibration, or a change in
land-use policies that alters the dynamics of the sediment system.
3.4 Sediment Transport
The modeling software used for the proposed demonstration of these concepts is HEC-
RAS, a surface water model developed and distributed by the United States Army
Corps of Engineers. It is widely accepted and used in both the public and private
sector, and supports hydraulic modeling of structures such as dams, weirs, levees and
bridges, as well as floodplain mapping and sediment transport modeling.
To demonstrate the application of the combined EKF and dynamic recalibra-
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tion framework, there is no better candidate than the phenomena of sediment trans-
port. Current physics-based models depend heavily on empirical equations and are
highly sensitive to physical variables for which there is often significant uncertainty.
As a result, while a calibrated model is still a powerful tool, successful calibration can
prove challenging and the dynamics that are explicitly accounted for may not be in-
clusive enough, either with respect to producing accurate predictions or with respect
to the problem of interest (or both). Simultaneously, direct measurement is difficult
and often lacks precision. Even instantaneous suspended sediment samples may not
provide a good snapshot, since suspended sediment concentration often varies signif-
icantly with depth. Samples are some combination of time and/or depth integrated.
Direct measurement of channel geometry change due to erosion or deposition can be
more precise with the right tools, but obtaining these kinds of measurements regularly
is prohibitive.
Despite these challenges, the sediment and watershed modeling environment
is becoming more data-rich. Terrestrial LIDAR provides highly precise monitoring
of stream banks; aerial drones are starting to do the provide similar data, but more
cheaply and over wider areas. High temporal resolution turbidity data are sometimes
used as a proxy for suspended sediment concentration. Combining the information
content in these data streams with the information built into physics based sediment
transport models has the potential to radically change how these systems are analyzed
and improve the accuracy and usefulness of the modeling tools.
The reach selected for testing this new dynamic calibration and assimilation
framework has a significant amount of high time-resolution data. Turbidity sensors
are used to estimate suspended sediment concentration at both the top and bottom
of the reach taking measurements at 15 minute or less time intervals. There are also
pressure transducers measuring stage at these locations, and an additional pressure
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transducer in the middle of the reach. In addition, time integrated suspended sedi-
ment samplers, instantaneous high-flow sediment sampling capabilities, and enough
flow measurements to create at least one rating curve are all available. Surveys were
performed to get stream bed geometry. Additionally, while the following data were
not used for the test case, terrestrial LIDAR and digital elevation data collected via
a drone as well as meteorological measurements are available for this site and could
conceivably be integrated into future extensions.
What is available to us is a significant volume and variety of data at different
temporal and spatial scales, but no obvious way to integrate it all into a coherent,
robust model. A method for integrating this data with the process-based sediment
modeling capabilities of HEC-RAS is described below – it should be noted, however,
that the specific choice of model does not limit the applicability of the concept.
For transient simulations, HEC-RAS solves the full 1-D St. Venant equations.
In addition the the geometry data (cross sections, reach lengths, etc.) required for
steady-state simulations, transient simulations require an upstream flow or stage hdy-
rograph as a boundary condition. The computational time step and output intervals
can be adjusted as needed for model stability and accuracy or post-processing.
The modeled reach is of the Shepard Brook, a tributary of the Mad River
in the Winooski River Watershed, which ultimately drains into Lake Champlain.
The reach to be modeled has a pressure transducer and turbidity sensor at both the
bottom and top of the reach. At the bottom, there are sufficient discharge and stage
measurements to produce a flow rating curve. The turbidity readings can be used to
estimate sediment concentration (Total Suspended Solids, or TSS) with high precision
as the two are highly correlated in this watershed (Hamshaw, 2014). The TSS and
stage measurements at the top of the reach will be used as a boundary condition for
the transient HEC-RAS model.
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In addition to the hydraulic parameters necessary to build the unsteady HEC-
RAS model, the grain size distribution of the suspended sediment at the top of the
reach is needed as a boundary condition, as is the size distribution of the mobile
streambed. Using suspended sediment samplers that take time-integrated samples
as well as instantaneous samples during high flow events, a relationship between
grain-size distribution and flow will be inferred. To measure the distribution of
the streambed sediment, pebble counts were performed at each cross section in the
model(Olsen et al., 2005).
From previous unpublished research, there already existed a nine cross section
HEC-RAS model surrounding the bridge at the bottom of the proposed reach. Nine
additional cross sections were surveyed upstream of the bridge creating a model 2, 180
feet long with approximately a 24 foot drop in elevation over that distance. A satellite
image of the site and the new surveyed cross sections is shown in Figure ??.
Turbidity sensors collect data at high (15 minute) temporal resolution at the
top and bottom of the modeled reach. This reach was chosen such that deposition
and/or erosion are likely to exist within the reach, so TSS should change between the
top and bottom sensor. The HEC-RAS model would also predict sediment concen-
tration, stage and discharge at the bottom of the reach, which can be compared to
measured values.
The combined EKF and dynamic calibration framework, when applied to
HEC-RAS sediment modeling, proceeds as follows. At every time step, given mea-
sured TSS, flow and water temperature at the the reach inlet:
1. Run the HEC-RAS simulation forward until the time of the next downstream
TSS measurement
2. Estimate the linearized state transition matrices for use in the EKF based on
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Figure 3.6: Aerial view of the proposed modeled reach with the new surveyed cross
sections upstream of the bridge in red. Flow goes from left to right, with the bridge
at the bottom of the reach.
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this prediction
3. Calculate the Kalman Gain, and
4. Use the measured TSS and the estimate at the last time step, update the best
estimate of TSS at the bottom of the reach
5. Use a local minimization method, recalibrate the HEC-RAS model calibration
parameters
A visual representation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.7, where:
~vboundary is a vector of boundary condition values
~vcalibration is a vector of calibration parameters
~xp is the predicted state vector
~xi+1 is the estimated state vector at time i+ 1
~zi+1 is the measurement at time i+ 1
f is a the model prediction error as a function of calibration parameters, and
 is the calibration tolerance.
On the left side, calibration data and boundary condition data are fed into
the HEC-RAS model which is run to the next time step. The predicted sediment
concentration is assimilated with the measurement through the EKF to produce a
best estimate of sediment concentration at time step i + 1. On the right side, an
optimization method find the calibration vector which decreases the prediction error
below the specified tolerance, at which point the new calibration parameters are
passed back to the HEC-RAS model. New boundary condition data is provided, the







Figure 3.7: Visual representation of the combined data-assimilation and parameter
estimation algorithm for sediment transport modeling in a flow chart.
3.4.1 Calibration Process
The recommended method of calibrating HEC-RAS sediment transport models in-
volves comparing predicted channel erosion and/or deposition to measured values over
periods of time of sufficient length to allow significant channel geometry change Brun-
ner (2016). Calibrating to high temporal resolution suspended sediment concentration
data, even for a relatively small model that runs quickly, would get computationally
expensive very quickly. Over a month, which is roughly minimal the time scale over
which we might expect significant channel geometry changes in this reach, the model
output at nearly 3000 times would need to be compared to measured values. The
dynamic recalibration proposed in the EKF approach addresses this challenge. Each
recalibration is only to a single data point – the best estimate of TSS at the current
time step. The calibration parameters are adjusted at each time step to match this
best estimate. The model is then run to the time of the next measurement, the EKF
produces another best estimate, and the model parameters are again recalibrated to
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a single piece of data.
The downside of this approach is that the model has to be rerun from time
zero during each iteration. The estimated state vector using the EKF is distinct from
the initial conditions of the RAS model itself, so the only way to get an update a set
of initial conditions at time step i + 1 is to run the model from time steps 0 to i.
However, given the computational speed of HEC-RAS, this is not a limiting factor.
The proposed potential calibration parameters for the system and model described
above are the upstream suspended sediment size distribution and the Shields number,
which is related to the critical shear stress of the mobile streambed sediment. If
this HEC-RAS sediment model is to be successfully integrated with the dynamic
calibration/EKF framework, a method of automating the calibration at each time
step is needed.
The mode calibration process can be formally described as an optimization
problem. If f is a function that represents the observation error and takes a vector
of the calibration parameters ~x as an argument, the goal of calibration is to find ~x
such that f is minimized. The method used initially is Newton-Rhapson, a gradient
descent method where the gradient will be approximated by a finite difference. If the
current best estimate of the optimum at time t is ~xc, the next estimate will be:
~xn = ~xc − α f(~xn)|∇f(~xn)| (3.10)
where α is a constant between 0 and 1, and when it is set to 1, ~xn is the location of
the nearest zero of f assuming f is linear. Equation 3.10 is applied iteratively until
|f | is less than a specified tolerance. For non-linear functions where xc is not set close
enough to the minimizing vector ~xopt, this method can be prone to overshooting and
non-convergence, in which case the step size α can be reduced.
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If only the Shield’s Number is used, then ~x is a scalar and the algorithm can be
easily executed in one dimension with a simple upper and lower bound, determined
by reasonable physical limits, as a constraint. Extending the calibration parameters
to include a grain size distribution of either the incoming sediment or the streambed
complicates the process. The size distribution is defined by the percentage of sedi-
ment, by weight, that is contained in various size bins – e.g. 15% between 2 mm and
4 mm. If there are N size bins, the distribution may be defined as a vector ~s where si,
the ith component of ~s, is the percentage of sediment contained in the ith bin. These
must add up to 100%, giving a constraint equation of:
N∑
i=1
si = 100. (3.11)
Thus, the set of feasible size distribution vectors may be represented as a
hyperplane S in RN , so there is a set of N − 1 linearly independent vectors that span
the plane of possible solutions. Any such set can be made into an orthonormal basis,
Q = [~e1, ~e2, ..., ~eN−1] (3.12)
where the ~ei ∈ RN are column basis vectors. Each of these basis vectors is a comple-
mentary solution of equation 3.11 satisfying
N∑
i=1
si = 0. (3.13)
Assuming that Q is generated numerically from a set of vectors that do not
satisfy orthonormality, it is likely that there will be small numerical errors associated
with the orthonormalization. To prevent cascading errors, all vector components less
that 10−10 will be set to 0. Given that the components of a size distribution vector
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will be on the order of 100 or 101, anything less than 10−10 can be reasonably treated
as numerical 0.
Any point on the plane can now be expressed as the sum of a linear combination
of the ~ei and any particular solution to equation 11. In other words, if we have a
feasible solution ~s0 that is a valid size distribution, i.e. a size distribution that adds
up to 100%, we can get to any other valid size distribution via:
~s0 +Q~δ, (3.14)
where ~δ is a vector of dimension N − 1 that satisfies Q~δ = ~0.
Additionally, because the basis set is orthonormal, a gradient may be calcu-
lated via finite differences with N function evaluations; one for the point where the
gradient is being evaluated, and N-1 perturbations for each orthogonal degree of free-
dom. Orthonormality also means that the magnitude of the gradient can be easily
found, making the iterative method described by equation 3.10 viable. This formula-
tion ensures that as long as ~xc in equation 3.10 is a valid set of calibration parameters,
~xn will be as well. The scalar Shield’s Number can augment the distribution vector
to make a single calibration vector, or its gradient and step size can be calculated
separately.
If stochastic optimization proves necessary, randomized feasible solutions may
be generated using equation 3.14. Given a known feasible solution, randomizing
the components of ~δ will provide a random set of feasible solutions. Changing the
distribution from which the random values are drawn can produce a cloud of feasible
solutions around an initial vector ~s0.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this work, a modification to the EKF algorithm was presented for dynamic recali-
bration of process-based models and real-time assimilation of data. An environmental
application, sediment transport, was proposed and the implementation of the method
for the specific problem described. Due to a the absence of needed boundary condi-
tion data, the method was not tested on this sediment transport model but rather
on a simple pendulum and a set of synthetically constructed data and measurements.
Assimilation of the data through the proposed method results in convergence of the
estimates for calibration variables over time.
The results provide motivation for further study given the potential power
of the successful application of the algorithm to real-world applications. It would
provide the means to provide system predictions prior to having sufficient calibra-
tion data, automatically calibrate the model, and automatically adjust calibration to
outlier events should they occur. Given the proliferation of data collection and sen-
sor technology, a framework for intelligently integrating large quantities and varieties
of data into existing process-based modeling techniques will be key to successfully
extracting the information content of this data.
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Conclusions Process-based models provide valuable information and understanding in
a diverse array of applications; the embedding of a priori knowledge of internal sys-
tem dynamics means that evaluations of system responses to different conditions can,
implicitly or explicitly, have that information embedded, as well. Advances in com-
puting power, and the increased availability of data for calibration these models, have
allowed for modeling of phenomena on temporal and spatial scales that in the not-to-
distant past would have been unimaginable. Continent wide hydrologic modeling on
a 1-km scale, including surface water routing and infiltration, soil moisture, and me-
teorological effects, is available. Weather forecasting is reaching unprecedented levels
of accuracy, in large part due to improved process-based multi-phase fluid dynamics
models based on the underlying physics.
These advancements have masked a fundamental philosophical question about
the use and applicability of process-based models and process-based modeling: does
an uncalibrated model that does not match observed outcomes for a given system
and scenario contain any useful information about the system, or is its use merely
a computational exercise? In other words, does a model have to match a real-world
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scenario to within some tolerance for it to be useful? The methods and experiments
presented in this thesis are based on the belief that merely the physics embedded in
the model contains useful information whether the scenario being modeled represents
the real world precisely, and whether the model is calibrated, or not.
In Chapter 2, a method was presented for the combined use of HEC-RAS
version 4.1, a surface water model using heuristic multi-objective optimization. In this
thesis, the application of interest was bridge scour at a particular bridge in Vermont,
for which a model had been built, calibrated and validated by a local engineering
firm. For the purpose of this work, the initial model geometry was modified to reflect
a scenario that does not reflect the real-world, and would not be implemented in any
way. The initial HEC-RAS model condition represented, more or less, a return to
minimum floodplain access that is not being considered and is not realistic from an
engineering or practical standpoint. This fact is the first departure from the state
of current practice and research: the model was constructed not as a hypothetical
scenario, but to elucidate the behavior of a certain facet of the system.
That behavior of interest in Chapter 2 is the response of bridge scour to flood-
plain access at locations up and downstream of the (fixed) bridge location. This
explicit examination of floodplain access impact on bridge scour is absent in the liter-
ature. Numerical optimization of a constructed cost function was then used to assess
the relative sensitivity of floodplain access with respect to bridge scour at different
locations. This sensitivity analysis was performed using the relative ranking of the
optimal decision variables. The interpretation of optimization results as sensitivity,
rather than assessing sensitivity of a cost function to changes in decision variables
near the optimum, is a new use of numerical optimization in engineering applications.
Despite the possibility that 2-D modeling would be more appropriate for the
study site and test model, the results of the sensitivity analysis should be robust to
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more detailed modeling efforts. The analysis pointed to downstream locations as most
salient, a finding supported by the hydraulics of the site. The reach is relatively short,
providing insufficient volume in floodplains to mitigate flood waves. Physical variables
at the bridge, such as velocity, are controlled by a backwater caused by downstream
constriction rather than the attenuation of flood waves by upstream floodplains. In
addition to identifying only one cross section (and two decision variables) as salient,
multiple weightings of the two objectives (minimal floodplain access and minimal
scour) resulted in the same ranking of the optimal values of these variables. This is a
key finding, as it provides a means for stakeholders to obtain information that helps
guide decision-making without having to explicitly weight the multiple competing
objectives initially.
In Chapter 3, a framework is provided for a more comprehensive approach to
modeling sediment transport in rivers and streams. Process-based modeling provided
by HEC-RAS is again used, and under the proposed framework this model is not
calibrated prior to use. This use of an un-calibrated model in a data-assimilation
algorithm is novel. The Extended Kalman Filter is one such possible algorithm for
dynamically recalibrating the model to the assimilated system states, which depend
in part on the uncalibrated model predictions. This last step depends on, and as-
sumes that, information about the state is contained in model outputs even prior
to thorough calibration. Successful implementation of this kind of framework would
have wide implications in the age of big-data, allowing massive amounts of data to
be combined with models and update on a real-time basis our beliefs and estimates
about underlying physical parameters. It is analogous to a Bayesian approach and
would permit calibration to be flexible to new information, rather than fixed to past
observations.
A synthetic system is proposed to validate the framework described above. A
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simple pendulum system and a numerical method with a small time-step are used to
generate a set of true system states. Noise is added, and a numerical method with
a larger time step used as the model. Both the traditional pre-calibration, as well as
the novel dynamic calibration method were performed, and the performance of the
filtered state estimates were compared to the true states. Prediction of the dynamic
calibration and EKF algorithm had good agreement with true states, and dynamic
calibration resulted in convergence of the best estimate of the pendulum length to
its true value. The performance of the method on the synthetic system shows that
it is worthy of future study; the description of its potential application to sediment
transport demonstrates its portability to real-world modeling problems for which it is
well-suited and fills a need. Both of these projects used process-based models as parts
of a larger modeling framework for decision support and to improve models and the
utilization of data. This is not new. Both chapter introductions and in the literature
review document the coupling of process-based models with numerical optimization
for optimal management of environmental problems and decision support tools going
back decades. Assimilation of large amounts of data into with process based models is
likewise not a new technique, and has been used for many environmental applications
including sediment transport modeling. Standard practices for using models for these
kinds of applications exist for good reason. In many case, it is fair to reject the use
of an uncalibrated model as a computational exercise or to question the wisdom of
modeling a scenario that no one is proposing.
What is novel about the methods and results described in this thesis is that
they show that relaxing these requirements can be useful in some applications. Intelli-
gent modification of a site model can allow evaluation of the behavior and response of
particular phenomena, guiding future modeling efforts and engineering design choices.
The sensitivity analysis presented here for the bridge site could, for example, prevent
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time and money being spent on a complex 2-D model of a reach too short for up-
stream floodplain access to have any role, not to mention the real decision-support
information provided by the sensitivity analysis as a stand-alone. The data assimila-
tion method, meanwhile, provides a means for treating data on a real time basis as
evidence for modifiable calibration parameters. These parameters can act as fudge
factors than strictly physical values, and so a flexible means of adjusting them in real-
time is useful even if it means breaking the taboo of using an uncalibrated model.
In both projects, leveraging the information content of the model itself independent
of the individual site or observed data, was key to developing the methods and pro-
viding new insights, modeling techniques, and decision-support tools for hydraulic,
hydrologic, and environmental problems.
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Appendix A
Use of the HEC-RAS API
HEC-RAS is a software package developed and distributed by the United States Army
Corps of Engineers-Hydrologic Engineering Center (USACE-HEC). It can model
streams and rivers and has support for many hydraulic structures including bridges,
damns, weirs, levees, and storage areas, and it can perform steady state or transient
flow simulations. Version 4.1 can perform steady-state sediment transport calcula-
tions, and Version 5.0 has extended those capabilities to include transient sediment
transport modeling. It is widely used in both the public and private sectors, and is
one of the few programs accepted by FEMA for flood insurance studies.
Its predecessor, HEC-2, operated by reading in text files and writing output
text files – there was no graphical interface. HEC-RAS, in contrast, is used via a
GUI. While there is an API for the program contained in a dynamic link library file,
until recently there was no documentation for this functionality, and the possibilities
offered by automated control of the program remain relatively unexplored (Goodell,
2014). The API is needed because, while HEC-RAS model parameters are set in
input text files, the output files are binary and can only be read by HEC-RAS, and
extracted using its internal functions via the API.
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The process of using the API to set HEC-RAS model parameters, run simula-
tions, and extract and post-process results was done using Python. HEC-RAS models
are specified in a set of text files, and code was written to automatically modify these
text files to specify model geometry and floodplain encroachment values. HEC-RAS
was run using an API function call. Output data, which is stored in binary files, was
likewise extracted using an API function. Once simulation results were extracted into
the Python routine, post-processing was performed.
The API could be similarly used for the unvalidated sediment transport ap-
plication. Sediment model parameters are set in hdf5 files, which can be edited and
read from Python. Running simulations and extracting results would require substan-
tively the same procedures for an unsteady sediment transport model as the unsteady
hydraulic model did.
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